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Introduction to the Course 
This three-day online training programme aims to bring together professionals from academia, 

civic society, and the commercial and entrepreneurial sectors to start a critical discourse for our 

time. The overall goal of this programme is to provide a solid interdisciplinary introduction to the 

Heatwaves in India, prominent impacts of climate change and heat waves, annual preparatory and 

operational measures to control the crisis of increasing temperatures in India. 

 

The training program aims to create a platform to discuss information from various agencies and 

exchange experiences between professionals from varied backgrounds and other experts to reduce 

India’s heat wave impacts. This will also assist the area in developing comprehensive Heat Action 

Plans at different levels. 

 

Background 

There is a strong and global scientific consensus that extreme heat waves will become more 

common worldwide because of the climate change and this change will cause an increase in 

average global temperatures. Heat-waves are a significant cause of death and morbidity across the 

world, and the impacts of heat events are likely to increase due to changing frequency, severity, 

and intensity of heat-waves caused by climate change. Along with high temperatures, high 

humidity compounds the effects of the temperatures being felt by human beings. Extreme heat can 

lead to dangerous, even deadly, consequences, including heat stress and heatstroke. 

 

India too is feeling the impact of climate change in terms of increased instances of heat waves 

which are more intense in nature with each passing year, and have a devastating impact on human 

health thereby increasing the number of heat wave casualties. According to the World Bank India’s 

average annual temperature increased at a rate of 0.62°C in the 100 years between 1901 and 2020. 

Heat stroke has killed 11,571 people in the last decade (2011-2020) in India, showed an analysis 

of the Accidental Deaths & Suicides in India data, published annually by the National Crime 

Records Bureau. 

 

This three-day online training programme aims to bring together professionals from academia, 

civic society, and the commercial and entrepreneurial sectors to start a critical discourse for our 

time. The overall goal of this programme is to provide a solid interdisciplinary introduction to the 

Heatwaves in India, prominent impacts of climate change and heat waves, annual preparatory and 

operational measures to control the crisis of increasing temperatures in India. 

 

The training programme is jointly organized by Centre for Environment and Sustainable 

Development (CECCSD), Impact and Policy Research Institute, New Delhi  and National Institute 

of Disaster Management (NIDM), Ministry of Home Affairs, Government of India. 
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Program Schedule: 
 

Understanding Recurring Heatwaves: Risk, Impact and 

the Way Forward for Resilience 

Day 1 | July 26th, 2022 

Expert Session Topic 

Himanshu Shekhar Mishra 
Rising Threat of Heatwaves in India; Global Warming and the 

Challenges Ahead 

Dr. Naresh Kumar  Role of IMD for the heat wave management over India 

Day 2 | July 27th, 2022 

Dr. Gulrez Shah Azhar 
Indian Summer: Three essays on Heatwave – Vulnerability, 

Estimation and Adaptation 

Prof Joyashree Roy 
Heat stress, Exacerbating Health risks in India: Rethinking 

approach to Health service Provision 

Mr. Anup Kumar Srivastava Understanding Heatwaves: Risks, Impacts and the Resilience 

Day 3 | July 28th, 2022 

Dr May Mathew 
Intra-Generational Sustainability Environmental Efficiency 

improvised as ‘May Value’ 

Dr Manu Gupta Practitioner’s Perspective: Heatwaves experience in India 

Dr Pooja Paswan 
Designing socio-environmental policies in India. Where to 

look? 
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Important Announcements: 
The important housekeeping announcements were announced to ensure smooth flow of the 

programme on all the three days. 

These included: 

• Join the meeting on time. 

• Ensure at least 80% of attendance. 

• 15-20 minutes for Q & A after each lecture  

• Share your questions on the Q & A Box only and not on the chat box  

• The questions must not be posted as an Anonymous attendee.  

• Ensure that the questions are precise.  

• Refrain from making general comments. 
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About IMPRI  
Impact and Policy Research Institute IMPRI, a startup research think tank, is a platform for pro-

active, independent, non-partisan and policy-based research. It contributes to debates and 

deliberations for action-based solutions to a host of strategic issues. IMPRI is committed to 

democracy, mobilization and community building. IMPRI seeks to confront the most critical 

challenges to issues of socio-economic, political and environmental importance through 

qualitative and quantitative analysis. The analytical framework is strengthened through three types 

of activities, namely: 

 

 • Building Dynamic Evidence: The Institute’s core strength lies in the interdisciplinary network 

of diverse and eminent scholars, research professionals with a commitment to conduct cutting-

edge research, evidence-based impact assessment, monitoring and evaluation, and advocacy. 

Cost-effective and intense precision in analysis is its forte.  

 

• Deepening Public Debate: Underlying IMPRI’s work is a strong commitment to good 

governance, rule-of-law, tolerance, a market economy, and democratic principles. By 

leveraging its research, it facilitates the engagement of an informed citizenry with academia, 

industry and the government through seminars, workshops, conferences, lectures, extensive 

media presence.  

 

• Catalyzing Transparent and Accountable Governance: IMPRI collaborates with the 

government, academic and research institutions, NGOs, businesses and the civil society for 

research and advocacy for transparent and accountable governance.  

 

     We aim to create a benchmark for the analysis of evidence-based and action-based studies using 

advanced research methods, and developing innovative techniques for gathering, handling, 

processing and analysing data. The multidisciplinary areas of research include: 

 

• Agriculture, Food & Nutrition Security and Rural Development;  

• Economy and Infrastructure;  

• Entrepreneurship, ICT and Innovation;  

• Environment, Energy, Climate Change and Sustainable Development;  

• Gender, Pluralism & Social Inclusion;  

• Governance and Law; 

• International Relations and Strategic Studies;  

• Livelihoods, Employment and Well-being; 

• Public Finances and Macroeconomics;  

• Society, Literature, Arts, Sports and Culture;  

• Urbanization, Habitat, Transportation and Regional Development;  

• Social Sector;  

• Science and Technology, and;  

• Public Policies, Programs and Scheme.  
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Founded in 2018, IMPRI Impact and Policy Research Institute is a think-tank for evidence and 

action-based policy research; monitoring and evaluation; and impact assessment. It has been 

incubated by NEXUS: The Innovation Hub at the American Centre, New Delhi by the IC2 Institute 

of University of Texas at Austin, Texas, supported by the US Government. 

About National Institute of Disaster Management (NIDM)  
National Institute of Disaster Management, Ministry of Home Affairs, Government of India, is the 

premier institute and statuary body under Disaster Management Act, 2005 for training, research, 

awareness and capacity building in the field of disaster mitigation and management in the region. 

The institute lays emphasis on multi-stakeholder interdisciplinary cross- sectoral approach for an 

effective and efficient pro-active continuum disaster risk management based on participatory 

integrated multi hazard risk management concept. 
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Day-wise summary 
 

3 -Days Online Certificate Training Programme on 

“Understanding Recurring Heatwaves:  

Risk, Impact and the Way Forward for Resilience” 
 

  

Day 1 | July 26th, 2022 
 

The three-day Online Certificate Training Programme on the theme “Understanding Recurring 

Heatwaves: Risk, Impact and the Way Forward for Resilience” is a joint initiative of the 

National Institute of Disaster Management (NIDM), Ministry of Home Affairs (MHA), 

Government of India, and Centre for Environment, Climate Change and Sustainable Development 

(CECCSD), IMPRI Impact and Policy Research Institute, New Delhi commenced on 26th July 

2022. 

 

Inaugurating the session, Dr Souravie Ghimiray welcomed the speaker and participants to the 

program, followed by an introduction to the eminent panellists.  

 

Day 1 of the program included distinguished speakers such as Shri Taj Hassan, IPS, Executive 

Director, NIDM, New Delhi as the patron for the session; Tikender Singh Panwar, Former 

Deputy Mayor, Shimla; Visiting Senior Fellow, IMPRI as Convenor and Moderator; and Prof 

Anil K Gupta, Head ECDRM, NIDM, New Delhi; Dr Simi Mehta, CEO & Editorial Director, 

IMPRI; Dr Soumyadip Chattopadhyay, Associate Professor, Visva-Bharati, Santiniketan; 

Visiting Senior Fellow, IMPRI, New Delhi as our Convenors.  

 

The expert trainers for the programme included Dr Pooja Paswan, Assistant Professor, 

Department of Political Science, Jamia Millia Islamia, New Delhi; Himanshu Shekhar Mishra, 

Senior Editor (Political and Current Affairs), New Delhi Television Limited (NDTV India); Dr 

Naresh Kumar, Scientist E, National Weather Forecasting Centre, India Meteorological 

Department (IMD); Dr Gulrez Shah Azhar, Independent Researcher (Former Researcher, 

University of Washington & RAND Corporation, USA); Prof Joyashree Roy, Bangabandhu 

Chair Professor and Director, Centre on South and South East Asia Multidisciplinary Applied 

Research Network on Transforming Societies of Global South, AIT School of Environment, 

Resources and Development, Asian Institute of Technology (AIT), Thailand; Dr Manu Gupta, 

Co-Founder, SEEDS; Dr May Mathew, Founder Trustee and Chief Planner, Centre for 

Environmental Efficiency, Kochi; Anup Kumar Srivastava, Sr. Consultant – Drought and 

Heatwave (Policy & Plan Division), National Disaster Management Authority (NDMA).  

 

Commencing the program, the convenor for the session, Prof Anil K Gupta, made his opening 

remarks about the reasons for the recurring heatwaves of late. He mentioned that it is vital to 

analyse the impact of exposure to these heatwaves and look at the remodelling of development to 

reduce the effect of heatwave incidences.  
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Mr Tikender Singh set up the stage by sharing an anecdote with us, talking about how different 

areas in Delhi itself differ in temperature, something he experienced while cycling across the city. 

He brought up the point that the problem arises as heat waves become a class issue since most of 

our population works in the informal sector, which is often outdoors.  

 

Mr Himanshu Shekhar Mishra, Senior Editor (Political and Current Affairs), New Delhi 

Television Limited (NDTV India). 

Mr Himanshu Shekhar Mishra started by presenting “Rising Threat of Heat Waves in India”, 

also talking about Global Warming and the challenges ahead. He covered the criteria for 

heatwaves, mentioning that India is at risk in the months of April-June with a high chance of 

occurrence over most of the country. Heat waves have a significant impact on human health. 

Excessive exposure leads to dehydration, cramps, exhaustion and heatstroke. Alcohol and its 

fermentation can lead to poisoning. There has also been a rise in the number of instances of anxiety, 

palpitations, and behavioural change linked to extreme temperature rise. The worst affected 

segments include- agricultural labourers, coastal community dwellers, and people living below the 

poverty level. The Indian Meteorological Department (IMD) has introduced a Heat Action Plan to 

mitigate the problems at hand. It is a comprehensive early warning system and preparedness plan 

for extreme heat events. IMD, in collaboration with local health departments, implements the Heat 

Action Plan in many parts of the country to warn about the heat waves. Mr Mishra shared a Ground 

Report that he and his team shot in April 2022, on how the Heat Wave had impacted Wheat Crops 

in Ghaziabad and surrounding areas. 

 

He then spoke about the steps taken by the Government to tackle Climate Change Impact on 

Agriculture. National Mission for Sustainable Agriculture (NMSA) is one of the Missions within 
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the National Action Plan on Climate Change (NAPCC). The mission aims to evolve and implement 

strategies to make Indian agriculture more resilient to the changing climate. The Union Agriculture 

Minister, Narendra Singh Tomar, announced that to sustain domestic food production in the face 

of changing climate, the Indian Council of Agricultural Research has launched a flagship network 

project called "National Innovation in Climate Resilient Agriculture" (NICRA). This project aims 

to develop and promote climate disaster resilient technologies that help regions prone to extreme 

weather conditions like droughts, floods and heat waves to cope with such weather incidents. To 

address the adverse effect of natural risks on crops, the Department of Agriculture ensures 

comprehensive risk cover to farmers against all non-preventable natural risks (including 

heatwaves) from pre-sowing to post-harvest stage under the Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima Yojana 

(PMFBY). 

 

Dr Naresh Kumar, Scientist E, National Weather Forecasting Centre, India Meteorological 

Department (IMD). 

 

Dr Naresh spoke of the Role of IMD in heatwave management in India. He began by explaining 

this year's scientific and geographic reasons for heat waves. Talking about the work done by IMD, 

he mentioned that IMD has been responsible for issuing warnings at meteorological subdivision 

levels to different users such as MHA, NDMA, SDMA and transport authorities through email, 

WhatsApp, and social media channels, press releases etc. 

 

IMD has created interactive maps for monitoring and forecasting information using Geographical 

Information Systems (GIS). In addition to that, they also have a dedicated page for Heat Wave 

Guidance on their website that the public can use to create Heat Action Plans. Furthermore, IMD 

has done the Heat Hazard Analysis of the entire country as another significant initiative. 
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DAY 2 | 27th July 2022 

 
Day 2 of the programme included eminent panelists Dr Gulrez Shah Azhar, an independent 

Researcher and former researcher at the University of Washington, and Professor Jayashree Roy 

who is the Bangabandhu Chair Professor at the Asian Institute of Technology, Thailand, she is 

also a Professor of Economics at Jadhavpur University Kolkata and Mr Anup Kumar Srivastava, 

Senior Consultant - Drought and Heat Wave Policy and Planning Division, National Disaster 

Management Authority (NDMA).  

 

The session commenced with Dr Souravie Ghimiray, IMPRI, welcoming all the speakers and 

participants to the programme with an introduction to the course and the esteemed panelists. 

 

Dr Gulrez Shah Azhar: Independent researcher and former researcher at the University of 

Washington. Dr Azhar presented his work “Indian summer: three essays on Heatwave, 

vulnerability, estimation and adaptation”, which emphasized the need to study heat waves, and 

compared and analysed the implication of heatwaves now and in the future with a focus on India.  

In his talk, he discussed vulnerability assessment, understanding vulnerability domains, the need 

to protect the vulnerable section of the society, since they are the worst affected due to heatwaves 

and identifying the most heat-vulnerable districts of the country. Dr Gulrez in his presentation 

discussed mortality estimation in India and estimated the direct economic costs associated with 

these deaths. He has highlighted the fact that in India, people in the economically productive older 

age group are more susceptible to death due to heat and as per projections, nearly 84000 deaths 

are estimated by the end of the century. Steps to mitigate heat at the individual, community and 
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federal levels were a significant area of discussion. Dr Gulrez states the predicament of heat waves 

as a “massive and complex challenge” and adaptation to the system requires a combination of 

strategies, as steps to be taken in the long run, he suggests to 

Reduce human and economic impact  

Bottom-up ethnographic research to be used 

 

Prof Joyashree Roy: Bangabandhu Chair Professor at Asian Institute of Technology, Thailand, 

Professor of Economics at Jadhavpur University, Kolkata and she is the National Fellow of the 

Indian Council of Social Services Research. Professor Joyashree presented her work “Heat Stress, 

Exacerbating health risks in India: Rethinking Approach to Health Service Provision”.  

 

Prof Roy’s work majorly focused on accelerating climate action-key to a sustainable environment 

and discussed the impacts and risks for selected natural, managed and human systems. She stated 

how health-related indicators are one of the prominent reasons which hold back India’s goal of 

sustainable development. According to her research, climate change will make the present 

situation of health worse due to the lack of preventive approaches in the health sector. She 

discusses the potential health impacts such as increased mortality rates, allergic diseases, the 

rampant spread of infectious diseases, an increase in the number of undernourished people in low-

income countries and the spread of waterborne diseases. Prof Roy suggests that the impact of heat 

stress varies depending on the adaptive capacity and occupational pattern of the people. As a policy 

plan, she suggests that shades are provided to outdoor workers and air-conditioned spaces in order 

to achieve 100% workability zones in India. In her presentation, she mentions bringing adaptation, 

mitigation and sustainability together is a major concern. She highlights the need to give attention 

to National Preventive Head Care Mission, essential to ensure sustainable development in India. 

Professor Roy emphasises having an integrated and solution-centric approach in order to achieve 

sustainable development and to have a combination of preventive health care and cure system to 

face heat waves and climate-related issues. 
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Anup Kumar Srivastava: Senior consultant - Drought and Heat Wave Policy and Planning 

Division- National Disaster Management Authority (NDMA). Mr Anup Kumar presented his work 

“Understanding Heat Waves: Risk, Impacts and the Resilience”.  

 

He discussed the impact of heat waves which have caused nearly 25,696 deaths between the years 

1992 and 2021, not just humans, the negative effects of heat waves can be observed even in 

animals, wildlife, water, agriculture, labour and employment. Heat waves have caused a significant 

impact even on economic activities. Mr Anup Kumar has stated that the lack of an institutional 

mechanism to heat wave management and the lack of accurate information and data related to the 

heat wave as major challenges in countering the issue. He projects the need to have a changed 

policy in India, from relief centric to prevention and preparedness centric. He gave an elaborative 

analysis of NDMA’s action on the Heat waves and a detailed talk on warning systems using colour 

coding. Mr Srivastava has suggested integrating climate variability, mitigation and adaptation 

efforts in the Heat Action Plan and strengthening an early warning system as a long-term measure, 

the usage of cool roofs as a mechanism to reduce heat exposure is a viable option suggested. He 

also addressed the need of mainstreaming heatwave management and capacity building amongst 

people and the significance of local-level awareness campaigns in his presentation. 
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DAY 3 | 28th July, 2022 
 

Day 3 of the program included an insightful and enriching discussion delivered by eminent 

panelists, Dr. May Matthew, Founder Trustee, and Chief Planner at the Centre for Environmental 

Efficiency, Kochi, Dr. Manu Gupta, Co-Founder of SEEDS, and Dr. Pooja Paswan, Assistant 

Professor at the Department of Political Science, Jamia Millia Islamia, New Delhi  

 

The session was opened with introductory and welcoming remarks from Dr. Souravie Ghimiray, 

IMPRI. 

 

 
 

Dr. May Matthew, Founder Trustee, and Chief Planner at the Centre for Environmental 

Efficiency, Kochi, opened the session with a brief but well articulate presentation on “New 

Normalization: India to Become a Role-Model Country— Strengths and Strategies''. Talking about 

the emission of carbon footprints from the 1960s till the present day, she, through data, mentions 

that from the 60s till the 80s, Earth’s regenerative capacity was comparatively higher than from 

the 80s, which is when Earth’s capacity to regenerate Carbon emissions left by Humanity began 

to decline, the visual effects of excessive atmospheric heating and Climate Change began to show. 

However, the onset of the ‘New Normal’ brings hope to an end to the downward spiral of Climate 

Change. She explains the trajectory to reinstate Earth's regenerative capacity and get progress, can 

be done through switching to a Circular Economy from the existing Linear Economy. She goes on 

to explain the correlation of Human Development and Ecological footprint through data and her 

own conceptual theories “EE and CC environmental deficiency and Capacity theories'' to measure 

effective growth as high HD rate but low EFP, unlike the reverse seen before, which can be attained 

by India in the near future.  
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Furthermore, Dr. Matthew highlights potential recommendations on education, health, and urban 

planning to substantiate her presentation. She finally, ends her presentation by suggesting the way 

of a circular economy, where developed countries pair with underdeveloped countries in a 

mutually beneficial partnership and the former provides the latter with HD provisions like 

sanitization, education, provisions of income, and health while it takes their bio capacity and 

moves towards being green zone countries. Therefore, the future urban sustainable earth scenario 

will depict a circular correlation between ecological footprint and HD mapping. She further 

reinstates the potential India has to launch this model with its states.  

 

 
 

Dr. Manu Gupta straight away delves into the Topic of the program, heat waves through 

perspectives from his Organizations work, which eventually forms the structure of his 

presentation. He highlighted the effect of climate change in the form of heat waves in the country, 

and the disproportionate effect of it on communities across the country, with economically weaker 

sections bearing the toughest brunt. The issue of climate vulnerability in almost 225 out of 728 

districts is an alarming concern, adding to the increase in rapid urbanization in cities as slums, 

mostly for the informal sector, highlights the issue of affordability and its close relation with 

negligible protection with climate-related risks.  He further states the importance of collaboration 

of academics and policymakers to tackle this issue and further presents an achievement of SEEDS 

in creating housing models with effective cooling solutions (bringing down indoor temperatures 

by 6 degrees) to tackle the issue of rapid heating in slums.  

He ends with a call of action to future planners, architects, and solution makers to briefly consider 

this issue and come up with innovative but sustainable solutions that can effectively lead to India’s 

sustainable growth.  
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Dr. Pooja Paswan opens by centring her presentation on directives for designing a socio-

environmental policy in a developing country like India, which, according to her, has confused 

urbanization with development and draws on the necessity of identifying development with 

effective resilience to natural and man-made calamities, rather than the building of malls and roads 

in rural areas, access to resources that ensure one’s longevity in life, rather than its reduction. She 

states that as we rapidly urbanize, we slowly lose touch with what development truly identifies (to 

enhance the quality of life) and we bask in the effects of urbanization in forms of air pollution and 

climate risks like the ongoing heat waves. To pivot to prioritizing quality of life over urbanization, 

she moves on to her presentation, a set of logical but effective directives in creating socio-

environmental policies in India. She further emphasizes the need for policies that are sustainable 

and cater to the needs of all communities, but at the same time require support from the entire 

community to ensure its success. When it comes to policies tackling climate risks, the collective 

consciousness of communities is extremely important when tackling the issues.  
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Key takeaways –  
 

 Participatory urban planning  

 Tree planting and introducing the system of cool roofs  

 Encourage bottom-up ethnographic research methods 

 Integrate and strengthen traditional and scientific practices 

 Integrated approach in order to achieve sustainable development  

 A combination of preventive health care and a cure system is necessary to face the heat 

waves and climate-related issues  

 Policies in order to mitigate heat 

INDIVIDUAL LEVEL                
o Education 

o Behaviour Change  

o Housing modifications  

COMMUNITY LEVEL  

o Participatory urban planning  

o Tree planting  

o Social Capital  

FEDERAL LEVEL  

o Introducing building and infrastructure policies  

o Heat and Labour policies  

o Technological solutions  

 Change India’s policy towards heat waves from relief centric to prevention and 

preparedness centric. 

 Strengthening early warning systems and communication systems 

 Setting up of state and district control rooms 

 Capacity building of health personnel  

 Setting up a special shelter for wage employment workers and reschedule their working 

hours  

 Improving forest coverage and green areas 

 Integration of climate variability, mitigation and adaption efforts in the Heat Action Plan. 

 Our consumption patterns will eventually exhaust the Earth earlier than we can imagine as 

countries exceed the Earth's regenerative capacity based on their rate of consumption. 

 India’s consumption rate based on its patterns is far less than developed countries of the 

Global North like America, Japan, Germany. 

 The Global community should take an active part in helping Human Development, 

especially in developing countries. 

 Shifting from an existing linear economic pattern to a circular economic pattern to ensure 

sustainable progression in the era of the ‘new Normal’. 

 The Environmental Efficiency of India is very high which is a good sign as compared to 

most developed countries who have very low environmental efficiencies. Inorder to 

transition sustainably, India must prioritize urbanization 

 Red zone countries can shift to green zone countries through a transition to a circular 

economy can be done in order to achieve sustainability by: 
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o Developed and Developing countries must pair up instead of Carbon Trading. 

o Mutual relation of benefit where resources both for Human Development and 

Sustainability are exchanged. 

 The Circular economic strategy can be adopted by India within states and with other 

countries through utilizing a simple two-fold strategy: 

 Ensuring holistic sustainable development in all cities.  

 Bio capacity training in Human development. 

 Organizations should collaborate to provide people in need with necessities through 

building affordable products or provision of grants which can help them tackle climate 

risks.  

 Need to develop affordable house cooling solutions like the House owners guide to cooling 

solutions.  

 The need to promote and incubate innovations amongst young creators to ensure 

affordability while tackling issues of replicability and limited supply atop of sustainability.  

 Urgent need to demarcate development from urbanization, the latter may not always 

facilitate community growth and human development as intended.  

 Prioritizing health and provision of health facilities should be done before development. 

Development in the name of urbanization, infrastructure growth should be done with the 

aim of improving conditions of human life and not be a source of curbing it. 

 We need to balance ecology and human development when approaching policy creation. 

 Investment in research to develop innovative technologies that are greener and sustainable. 

 Invest economically and politically in the policy-making process to ensure a balance 

between development and ecological impact. 

 Policy makers must objectively view and analyse situations and remove values from facts 

in order to effectively introduce policies that are helpful. 

 Policy makers should identify counterfactuals in order to make efficient policies. 

 A need for proper alignment between principles and agents so as to avoid misalignment of 

policies and goals or of policy impact and output.  

o In order to successfully implement Environmental policies, the government must 

not: 

o Make mistakes of correlation and cognition when approaching policy research. 

o Fail in coordination between concerned ministries, their department and sub-

departments when implementing policies. 
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Annexure 2 – List of Participants 
 

S.No Name Email 

S. 
No. Name Email 
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3 Aayushi  Gupta aayushi.impri@gmail.com 

4 Abhijith L Kotian abhijithlkotian@gmail.com 

5 Aditi Bharadwaj aditiiwul@gmail.com 

6 Ajay Ambrale ajayambrale1989@gmail.com 

7 AKASH MANIYAR akashmaniyar23@gmail.com 

8 Alok Kumar Gaurav akgaurav@cuk.ac.in 

9 Alok Yadav alokrpyadav93@gmail.com 

10 Aman . aman@wassan.org 

11 AMARESWAR  REDDY amemcritphy@yahoo.com 

12 Ambrish . ambrish356@gmail.com 

13 Amey Datye amey@tropmet.res.in 

14 Amit  Sarkar asarkar0721@gmail.com 

15 Amreen Jilani amreen073hsg21@spa.ac.in 

16 ANJALI VERMA anjusktv@gmail.com 

17 Anjani Kumar Singh aksingh.ccc@gmail.com 

18 Ankur Agrawal ankur88265@gmail.com 

19 Annet  Nabumpenje nabumpenjeannet@gmail.com 

20 Anupreeta Chatterjee anupreetac02@gmail.com 

21 Apoorva Ramachanda apoorvaramachandra@gmail.com 

22 Arijit Das arijit3333@gmail.com 

23 Arjun S arjunsingh5184@gmail.com 

24 Arnab Bose arnabbose947@gmail.com 

25 Arshel Akhter arshel.akhter@gmail.com 

26 Arun kumar Mishra arunmisra.14@gmail.com 

27 Arunima Marwaha arumarwaha@gmail.com 

28 Arvind Chauhan arvindchauhan.chauhan081@gmail.com 

29 Ashutosh  Raj rajashutosh19615@gmail.com 

30 ASHUTOSH KUMAR KARN ashukarn77799@gmail.com 

31 Asmita Shanker asmitashanker795@gmail.com 

32 Ateka Hasan ateka29@gmail.com 

33 AVINASH . avinashmd@hotmail.com 

34 Ayan Arun K S arunkrisiv@yahoo.com 

35 Baishali Chakrabarti baishali1997official@gmail.com 

36 Bapurao Sahadeo Dongre bsdongre388@gmail.com 
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37 Bhagyalakshmi S anu76742ej@gmail.com 

38 Bhawna Yadav bhawnayadav154@gmail.com 

39 Bilash Dey Bilashdey2018@gmail.com 

40 BILWAMANGAL  MANDAL bilumandal123@gmail.com 

41 Brema J bjayanarayanan@gmail.com 

42 Christina Kantharaj christina_kantharaj@yahoo.com 

43 DAIZY DHARA daizydhara03@gmail.com 

44 Debdatta Chakraborty debdatta.bindi@gmail.com 

45 DEEPAK KUMAR  DUBEY deepak.dubey97@gmail.com 

46 DHANANJAY  DHRITLAHRE dhjy.lakshmee@gmail.com 

47 Diksha Swaroop  Tripathi dikshatripathi1997@gmail.com 

48 DINESH KUMAR dineshkumar15385@gmail.com 

49 Divya Rai divyaraimnnit@gmail.com 

50 Divyata Yadav divyatayadav2016@gmail.com 

51 Diya Goswami diya.g2611@gmail.com 

52 Dr Arjun Kumar arjun.impri@gmail.com 

53 Dr G China Satyanarayana gcsatya@kluniversity.in 

54 Dr KOMAL  SHARMA komal1980@ymail.com 

55 DR MOHAMMED OSAMA osama4447@gmail.com 

56 DR PROF ING GURUDUTT  SAHNI drguruduttsahni@rediffmail.com 

57 Dr Sanchita  Chatterjee itssanchi@gmail.com 

58 Dr Sangeeta Saxena sangeetakhlesh@gmail.com 

59 Dr. Ajay Kumar ajay.evst@cup.edu.in 

60 Dr. Dinesh Pandit dpandit@hotmail.com 

61 Dr. Kannan A kannanbard16@gmail.com 

62 Dr. P. Muthu  Pandian muthupandianp@saveetha.ac.in 

63 Dr. Rohit  Kumar Verma rohitkverma73@gmail.com 

64 Dr. Smriti Khara smrty06@gmail.com 

65 Dr. Srinivasa Reddy Mandala ms.srinivasa@gmail.com 

66 Dr. Surendra Pratap Singh surendra.singh@tropmet.res.in 

67 Dr.K.Esakki Muthu esakkimuthu1431996@gmail.com 

68 DR.NARENDRANATH  GURIA narengeo2012@gmail.com 

69 Dr.Yashaswini. Battanagaya dryashaswini10@gmail.com 

70 Dristi Das dasdrixti@gmail.com 

71 Gaurav  Patel gauravpatelofficial@gmail.com 

72 Gaurav  Sachdeva x03005@irma.ac.in 

73 GAURAV SINGH gauravsingh1401@gmail.com 

74 Gaurav Singh singh.gaurav@foaaktu.ac.in 

75 Gita Kulkarni kulkarnigeeta8@gmail.com 

76 Gitartha Das iamgitarthadas@gmail.com 

77 Gnanavel L Rajignanavel@gmail.com 

78 GOPAL BANSAL gopalbansalgzb@gmail.com 

79 Gowhar  Jeelani gowharjeelani007@gmail.com 
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80 Gurtej Singh ntehkik@gmail.com 

81 Gyaneshwar Sharma gyaneshwar15sharma@gmail.com 

82 Harbakhash Singh hs.civildefence@gmail.com 

83 Harish Barewar harishbarewar@gmail.com 

84 Harsh Lekha lekhaharsh75@gmail.com 

85 Ipshita Mitra ipshi.777@gmail.com 

86 Isurika Sevwandi isurika.sevwandi@arts.pdn.ac.lk 

87 Jagriti Kher jagriti28@gmail.com 

88 Jaideep Mishra jaideepmishra@gmail.com 

89 Javed  Ahmad Tak jsocialactivist@gmail.com 

90 Jaweriah Hazrana jaweriah.hazrana@gmail.com 

91 Jay Patel jay.impri@gmail.com 

92 Jayamani Lawrence lawrence.lawru@gmail.com 

93 July  Kumari julijha0711@gmail.com 

94 jyostna sathe Jyostna24sathe@gmail.com 

95 Kajal Maurya kajal04m@gmail.com 

96 Kalyani Sahal kalyani.sahal@gmail.com 

97 Karnika A karnika575@gmail.com 

98 Kartik Joshi kartikjoshi283@gmail.com 

99 Kartikeya S kartikcs2020@gmail.com 

100 Kavyayani  Narayan singh knsingh2911@gmail.com 

101 Keerthi Santhosh  pavan saicric9100@gmail.com 

102 Kirtan  Kathrotiya kirtankathrotiya03@gmail.com 

103 Kishor Kumar Dash kkdash08@gmail.com 

104 Kumar Ganesan kumarg@hku.hk 

105 Kumari Madhuri mailboxmadhuri100@gmail.com 

106 KUMARI SAKSHI kumarisakshi999@gmail.com 

107 L.Muthu Raj muthurajl.ug.20.ci@francisxavier.ac.in 

108 LAKSHMADEEP THAKUR lakshmadeepthakur910@gmail.com 

109 Lakshmi  Pandrangi lakshmipandrangi@gmail.com 

110 LAKSHMI J lakshmi@mssw.in 

111 LAXMIKANT MAHTO lkketiarckp11@gmail.com 

112 Leema Margret A leemamargret@ritrjpm.ac.in 

113 LUBNA SIDDIQUI s_lubna2004@yahoo.co.in 

114 Machakalai  RAJESH KUMAR rajeshkumarac@gmail.com 

115 Madhurima Chatterjee madiechat@gmail.com 

116 MAKWANA AJITKUMAR ajitsingmakwana@ymail.com 

117 Malik Moin  Abbas malik.moin1000@gmail.com 

118 MANASI GORE manasigorev@gmail.com 

119 Manicka Mamallan manickamamallan@ritrjpm.ac.in 

120 Manish Kumar kumar.manishji10@gmail.com 

121 Manish Kuntal Buragohain manish.buragohain96@gmail.com 

122 Manisha  Chaurasia manishachaurasia2332@gmail.com 
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123 Manjunath R vu3cjm@gmail.com 

124 Manoj Kumar Jha manoj61367@gmail.com 

125 Manoj Mishra manojmiss@gmail.com 

126 Mansi Banswal mansib1212@gmail.com 

127 Manush  Shah manushah.ind@gmail.com 

128 Marjia Afroz Sharno marjiasharno@gmail.com 

129 Maya M maya.m@christuniversity.in 

130 Md. Fahad Rabid mdfahadrabid@gmail.com 

131 MD. SOHRAB ALI ali.md1016@gmail.com 

132 Meet Parikh meetnparikh@gmail.com 

133 Mili Arora ar.miliarora@gmail.com 

134 Mohammad  Arif Shaikh geoarifb4u@gmail.com 

135 Mohammad Kawsar mdkawsar@gmail.com 

136 Mohammad Zubair Hussainkhil zubairwadan091@gmail.com 

137 MOHAMMED NADEER PP mohammednadeer19@gmail.com 

138 Momisha  Nil momishad7@gmail.com 

139 Monika yadav phd2101161006@iiti.ac.in 

140 More Nandkishor nkmore2010@gmail.com 

141 Mukesh Anand mukesh.anand@nipfp.org.in 

142 N. Pautunthang naulakzomi@googlemail.com 

143 Nabhjyot  Arora nabhjyot@gmail.com 

144 Nadira  Nayeem nadiranayeem14@gmail.com 

145 Nagarajan S naga.sn@gmail.com 

146 Nahlah Basheer ar.nahlahbasheer@gmail.com 

147 Nandita Paul paulnandita2001@gmail.com 

148 Nasir Ahammad nasir4geo@gmail.com 

149 Navin Prakash navinprakashh2012@gmail.com 

150 Neelay Singh neelay.singh@gmail.com 

151 Neha Gautam neha.gtm19@gmail.com 

152 Nihal Ranjit nranjit@iihs.ac.in 

153 NIRMALYA BHATTACHERJEE nirmalyabhattacherjee@gmail.com 

154 Omkar Singh Omkar10july@gmail.com 

155 
ONKAR NATH PURI Advisor 
Disaster Management onkarnath.puri@gmail.com 

156 Pallabi Borah borah.pallabi4@gmail.com 

157 Pallav  Kumar pallavkr26@gmail.com 

158 
PANKAJ KUMAR ,   HFP Enroll No  
90760000081374 Pankajkumar9871960625@gmail.com 

159 PANKAJ KUMAR BANSAL pankajkumarbansalgzb@gmail.com 

160 Parameswari E parameswari.e@tnau.ac.in 

161 Parisha Bhatia parishabhatia12@gmail.com 

162 Parneet Kaur parneet18kaur12@gmail.com 

163 Partha Singh 21bal123@nirmauni.ac.in 
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164 PARVATHY  S parvathysindhus@gmail.com 

165 Paula Joy Nono paulajoynono@gmail.com 

166 Pavan Baboo pabanbaboo@gmail.com 

167 Pooja   Sharma poojasharma50832@gmail.com 

168 Pooja Mudhol poojamudhol8@gmail.com 

169 Pooja Paswan ppaswan@jmi.ac.in 

170 Pooja Singh psingh5@lko.amity.edu 

171 Prakash Almeida prakashalmeida@knowledgefountain.org 

172 Prakhar Rai prakharraicfcb@gmail.com 

173 Pramit Deb Burman pramit.cat@tropmet.res.in 

174 Prathvi TN prathvi.tn@gmail.com 

175 Praveen Kumar Sharma praveen.14155@lpu.co.in 

176 Pritha Kundu pkundukly@gmail.com 

177 Prof. Prem raj Pushpakaran drpremrajp@nitc.ac.in 

178 Prof. VELU  SURESH KUMAR vskprd@gmail.com 

179 Prof.Dr.I.Manavalan Ilakkuvan imanavalan56@gmail.com 

180 Pruthvi  Zala zala.pruthvii13@gmail.com 

181 Pugazhenthi Velraj pugalserfoji@gmail.com 

182 
PUKHRAMBAM BOBICHAND 
SINGH pbobichand@gmail.com 

183 Purobi Nath purobinath@gmail.com 

184 Pushpraj Singh Rajawat majpsr@gmail.com 

185 Rachit Tiwari rachittiwari1010@gmail.com 

186 RAHMATH BEEVI K beevi9875@gmail.com 

187 Rajan Kumar rajan.sharmanov1991@gmail.com 

188 Rajeev Kumar  Prasad rajeevhec@gmail.com 

189 Rajesh  Kumar rajesh.kumar@curaj.ac.in 

190 RAJNISH  KUMAR rajnishkr.pdm07039@dmi.ac.in 

191 Rakesh  Kumar rkdoreg@gmail.com 

192 Rakesh Kumar Bhatt rakesh75ch@gmail.com 

193 RAKHI BEGAMPURE rakhiab@gmail.com 

194 Ram Arora ram.impri@gmail.com 

195 Rambabu Ayyadevara drrambabuayyadevara@gmail.com 

196 RAMESH P rameshketpoly10@gmail.com 

197 RAMJEET YADAV ramjeet.yadav1990@gmail.com 

198 Ravi Jadi geoinforavi@gmail.com 

199 ravina ranjan ravinaranjan261@gmail.com 

200 Ravina Richards ravinarichards01@gmail.com 

201 RAVINDRA REDDY M ravindraoudeptsw@gmail.com 

202 Rintu Roy rinturoy776@gmail.com 

203 RISHIPARNA  GUHA rishiparna.guha@gmail.com 

204 Rohit Kumar Singh rohitsinghres@gmail.com 

205 ROHIT MEHTA bloggermehta@gmail.com 
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206 Rudresh  K H rudreshkh8@gmail.com 

207 Rupak Kumar rupakraman@gmail.com 

208 S.  Papa  Kumari Kumarisp416@gmail.com 

209 Sabeeha  Shaheen Sabeehashaheen123@gmail.com 

210 SACHIKANTA NANDA sachikan@srmist.edu.in 

211 Sachoiba Inkah isaacnka@gmail.com 

212 Sagar Kohachade sagarkohachade@gmail.com 

213 Sahil Goyal sahil16june@yahoo.co.in 

214 Sajad  Mir Mirsajad1731@gmail.com 

215 Sajida Anjum anjum.sajida@gmail.com 

216 SAKTHIVEL  S sssvel.sakthi@gmail.com 

217 SAMBASIVARAO VELIVELLI sambasivavelivelli@gmail.com 

218 Sandeep Kumar Mishra archsandeepgca@yahoo.co.in 

219 Sanjay Apar language.3@billimoriahighschool.com 

220 Sanjeev Gupta fdpsanjeevpreeti@gmail.com 

221 SANJIT KUNDU sanjit.n73@gmail.com 

222 SANNI BOYINA RAVINDRA BABU sanniboyina143@gmail.com 

223 SASWATI PANDIT sasjnu@yahoo.com 

224 SATYAJIT  PRAMANIK satyajitpramanik001@gmail.com 

225 Satyanarayan Kumbhakar Snk.eco.vu@gmail.com 

226 Saurabh Suman saurabh.impri@gmail.com 

227 Saurob Jaidhar saurobjaidhar47184@gmail.com 

228 Saurya  Mishra saurya.m.13@gmail.com 

229 Sayanika  Deb Roy Sayanikadebroy@gmail.com 

230 Shagun Vinayak shagunvinayak28@gmail.com 

231 Shaik Salamullah salamullah2000s@gmail.com 

232 Shailender Gaur shailender_gaur@yahoo.com 

233 Shanthi Ida shanthisophia@hotmail.com 

234 Shevata Rai  Talwar shevatatalwar@hotmail.com 

235 Shipra Anand shipra120998@gmail.com 

236 Shobana  KJ shobanajeyakumar29871@gmail.com 

237 Shreya  Gupta shreyagupta.lalit@gmail.com 

238 Shubham Endulkar shubhamendulkar@gmail.com 

239 Shweta Kudale shwetakudale91@gmail.com 

240 Siddhi Mehta mehtasiddhi16@gmail.com 

241 Simi Mehta simi.impri@gmail.com 

242 Sivananda A.D. shivanandarcot@gmail.com 

243 Snigdha . snigdha.sees20@nalandauniv.edu.in 

244 
SOHANPAL SINGH TOMAR, Deputy 
Chief Warden Rohini drspstomer1960@gmail.com 

245 SOMNATH PATI somnathpatijnu@gmail.com 

246 Souravie  Ghimiray souravie1@gmail.com 

247 SUBHAJIT SARKAR dsubhajit1112@gmail.com 
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248 SUBHRA SHANKHA CHAKRABORTY e.subhrahere@gmail.com 

249 SUDIP   DAS 1999sudipdas@gmail.com 

250 SUHEB KHAN suhebcho@gmail.com 

251 SUJOY KANTI BHATTACHARJEE avtarsujoy1988@gmail.com 

252 SUMEDHA  DUA dua.sumedha@gmail.com 

253 SUNDEEP CHETTRI svc17021989@gmail.com 

254 Sunitha C pugalsunitha@gmail.com 

255 Suparana Katyaini suparana.katyaini@gmail.com 

256 SUPRAVAT SARANGI supravatsarangiodisha@gmail.com 

257 SURAJ DEV devs6827@gmail.com 

258 Suraj Kumar Paikra spaikra500@gmail.com 

259 SURAJ MINZ surajminz777@gmail.com 

260 Suresh Patil Suresh.mcgm@gmail.com 

261 SUSANTA MAHATO mahatosusanta2011@gmail.com 

262 SUSHIL KUMAR TRIPATHI suseeldeos@gmail.com 

263 Susmita  Dutta susmitadutta443@gmail.com 

264 Suvha Lama s.lama@neeri.res.in 

265 Swapna Shirke swapnashirke245@gmail.com 

266 Swati Pali swatihpali@gmail.com 

267 Sylvia  Raha sylviarahasil@gmail.com 

268 tabassum yasmeen tabbujamia@gmail.com 

269 TANMAY  JAIN Tanmayjain508@gmail.com 

270 TANMAY GUPTA tanmay.gupta@juitsolan.in 

271 Tanmay Ilame tanmayilame@gmail.com 

272 TANUJA  SINGH tanu.gsj@gmail.com 

273 Taranpreet Kaur Sidhu taransidhu5310@gmail.com 

274 Tarun Pant arch.tarun@gmail.com 

275 Teja Ram Nitharwal Trnitharwal@gmail.com 

276 THIYAGARAJAN RADHAKRISHNAN rashmithiyagu@gmail.com 

277 Tushar  Gorle gorletg.96@gmail.com 

278 UDIT AGARWAL agarwaludit786@gmail.com 

279 Utkarsh Dwivedi dwivedi.utkarsh@foaaktu.ac.in 

280 Utkarsh Verma utkarshverma224145@gmail.com 

281 Utsav Biswas utsavsub@gmail.com 

282 V RAVEENDRA  REDDY raveendrareddy777@gmail.com 

283 vandana choudhary Vandanac990@gmail.com 

284 VANDANA VANDANA vandana06shakya@gmail.com 

285 Vijay Kumar  Sharma infovijay0026@gmail.com 

286 VIPIN  KUMAR SINGH vipinvns12@yahoo.com 

287 VIRAL JOSHI viraljoshi2088@jau.in 

288 VIRENDRAKUMAR THAKKAR virendrakumarthakkar@gmail.com 

289 VIVEK KUMAR VKDAKSHRASHIINDIA@GMAIL.COM 

290 Vyom Thaker thakervyom.30@gmail.com 
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291 Y K Agrawal yka@spacindia.com 

292 Yagni Rami ramiyagni91@gmail.com 

293 yogesh  kumar yogeshrawal37@gmail.com 

294 Yuvraj Shiralkar yuvshri13@gmail.com 

295 Zubiya  Moin moinzubiya3@gmail.com 
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Annexure 3 – Media Links 

Event Page - Understanding Recurring Heatwaves: Risk, Impact and the Way Forward for 

Resilience 

 

 

 

  

Day 1 – July 26th, 2022 

1. Anchor FM 

2. Spotify 

3. Google Podcasts 

4. YouTube Live (NIDM Channel) 

Day 2 – July 27th, 2022 

1. Anchor FM 

2. Spotify 

3. Google Podcasts 

4. YouTube Live (NIDM Channel) 

Day 1 - HQ Video (IMPRI Channel) 

Day 2 - HQ Video (IMPRI Channel) 

Day 3 - HQ Video (IMPRI Channel) 

Day 3 –July 28th, 2022 

1. Anchor FM 

2. Spotify 

3. Google Podcasts 

4. YouTube Live (NIDM Channel) 

Day 3 - HQ Video (IMPRI Channel) 

https://www.impriindia.com/
https://training.nidm.gov.in/
https://www.impriindia.com/event/understanding-heatwaves/
https://www.impriindia.com/event/understanding-heatwaves/
https://anchor.fm/impriindia/episodes/WebPolicyLearning--Day-1--Understanding-Recurring-Heatwaves-Risk--Impact-and-the-Way-Forward-for-Resilience--NIDM-and-IMPRI-e1ln30s
https://anchor.fm/impriindia/episodes/WebPolicyLearning--Day-1--Understanding-Recurring-Heatwaves-Risk--Impact-and-the-Way-Forward-for-Resilience--NIDM-and-IMPRI-e1ln30s
https://open.spotify.com/episode/3i9e8pXN7BxDRPvo93C7H1?si=qlyVrYbdQRW3KfYW8J9wBA
https://open.spotify.com/episode/3i9e8pXN7BxDRPvo93C7H1?si=qlyVrYbdQRW3KfYW8J9wBA
https://podcasts.google.com/feed/aHR0cHM6Ly9hbmNob3IuZm0vcy80MTdjZjZkYy9wb2RjYXN0L3Jzcw/episode/YWMyYTQ3ZGEtYzg4OS00ZjY5LWJhOTctZWZkMTA2NTY2Nzk1?sa=X&ved=0CAUQkfYCahcKEwigwqSZoJb5AhUAAAAAHQAAAAAQAQ
https://youtu.be/mpwVnvZ-bxM
https://anchor.fm/impriindia/episodes/WebPolicyLearning--Day-2--Understanding-Recurring-Heatwaves-Risk--Impact-and-the-Way-Forward-for-Resilience--NIDM-and-IMPRI-e1loi2k
https://anchor.fm/impriindia/episodes/WebPolicyLearning--Day-2--Understanding-Recurring-Heatwaves-Risk--Impact-and-the-Way-Forward-for-Resilience--NIDM-and-IMPRI-e1loi2k
https://open.spotify.com/episode/22xLALBcuIuaCqsPa1DUil?si=7LdSJZnITfq1Hd44vAiv2w
https://open.spotify.com/episode/22xLALBcuIuaCqsPa1DUil?si=7LdSJZnITfq1Hd44vAiv2w
https://podcasts.google.com/feed/aHR0cHM6Ly9hbmNob3IuZm0vcy80MTdjZjZkYy9wb2RjYXN0L3Jzcw/episode/ZTE0NjhmMGMtMjczYS00NWI1LTgzY2EtZDg4MzkxNDc0NDg3?sa=X&ved=0CA0QkfYCahcKEwiA5L3wq5v5AhUAAAAAHQAAAAAQAQ
https://podcasts.google.com/feed/aHR0cHM6Ly9hbmNob3IuZm0vcy80MTdjZjZkYy9wb2RjYXN0L3Jzcw/episode/ZTE0NjhmMGMtMjczYS00NWI1LTgzY2EtZDg4MzkxNDc0NDg3?sa=X&ved=0CA0QkfYCahcKEwiA5L3wq5v5AhUAAAAAHQAAAAAQAQ
https://youtu.be/o9WO9lTFbGk
https://youtu.be/QfkJB1EUDnc
https://youtu.be/QfkJB1EUDnc
https://youtu.be/IJM_a7GI65M
https://youtu.be/IJM_a7GI65M
https://youtu.be/KorO82WwxpY
https://anchor.fm/impriindia/episodes/WebPolicyLearning--Day-3--Understanding-Recurring-Heatwaves-Risk--Impact-and-the-Way-Forward-for-Resilience--NIDM-and-IMPRI-e1lpuii
https://anchor.fm/impriindia/episodes/WebPolicyLearning--Day-3--Understanding-Recurring-Heatwaves-Risk--Impact-and-the-Way-Forward-for-Resilience--NIDM-and-IMPRI-e1lpuii
https://open.spotify.com/episode/0haHXnEOz4p6HV5DKOrpIP?si=wHluAwdESaSL64d6pC5tcQ
https://open.spotify.com/episode/0haHXnEOz4p6HV5DKOrpIP?si=wHluAwdESaSL64d6pC5tcQ
https://podcasts.google.com/feed/aHR0cHM6Ly9hbmNob3IuZm0vcy80MTdjZjZkYy9wb2RjYXN0L3Jzcw/episode/MjU0MTM4NGUtYTliOC00NjMyLThmMzAtNGEwMmMxOWQ1MTY2?sa=X&ved=0CA0QkfYCahcKEwiA5L3wq5v5AhUAAAAAHQAAAAAQAQ
https://podcasts.google.com/feed/aHR0cHM6Ly9hbmNob3IuZm0vcy80MTdjZjZkYy9wb2RjYXN0L3Jzcw/episode/MjU0MTM4NGUtYTliOC00NjMyLThmMzAtNGEwMmMxOWQ1MTY2?sa=X&ved=0CA0QkfYCahcKEwiA5L3wq5v5AhUAAAAAHQAAAAAQAQ
https://youtu.be/1hiUk7AkgOk
https://youtu.be/KorO82WwxpY
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